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When G = S’ or S’. the periodic equivariant cohomology measures the failure of the Poincark 
duality isomorphism between equivariant homology and cohomology. 
Introduction 
Let G be a k-dimensional compact connected Lie group and M” a compact 
orientable closed n-dimensional G-manifold. If G acts freely on M, then the orbit 
space M/G is an (n - k)-dimensionai manifold, and the homomorphism 
induced by the Poincare duality of .!WG is an isomorphism. 
It is not hard to see that such homomorphism can always be defined for 
finite-dimensional S ‘- and ?-manifolds (regardless if the action is free), but in 
general it is not an isomorphism. In this note we show that the failure of this 
homomorphism to be an isomorphism is measured by the periodic eqtivariant 
cohomology PH’,(M; R). More precisely, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem. Let G = S’ or S”. Let M bz a paracompact orientable rt-dimensional 
G-manifold ( possibly with G-invariant boundary) srrch that dim H’(M) < = for dl 
I’s. Then there exists a natural homomorphism 
p : fi,5;_,(li2; II%)* H!;“(M; R) , 
where k = dim G and fi is the one point compactificati~n of 6.?= M\d M, such that 
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the following diagram is commutative: 
l 9 l + PH’,(_M)+ @_,(n;i)T H;Tk(M)+ PH’,“(M)-, l -9 
“9”he analogy of this theorem with the result of Farrell [3] justifies the name of 
Tste-equivariant cohomology, we understand is often used for the periodic 
equi;rariant cohomology PH G. This theorem is proved in the next two sections. In 
Section 1 we define the equivariant cohomology -HE(M; R) of a G-manifold M 
when G = S1 or S3 in analogy with Goodwillie’s and Jones’ definition of the cyclic 
homology HC-. We also verify the existence of the commutative diagram 
0 l .+ PH’,(M)-, -H;(M)+ H;“(M)+ PII’,“(M)+ 
I I ii. I 
9. l +H’,(M)j H’(M)bH’,-“(M)$H’,“(M)- l . l 
analogous to the diagram that connects Hochshild homology, cyclic homology, 
periodic cyclic homology and WC-. In Section 2 we show that there is a natural 
isomorphism 
induced by the Poincare duality of the manifold M. The combination of these 
facts give the proof of the Theorem. Although this result can be formulated for 
any cohomology theory (singular, Cech, simplicial, etc.), we will present it in the 
framework of deRham theory, i.e. differential forms. 
We thank Professor Dan Burghelea for raising the question. 
1. The equivariant cohomology -Hz 
Let G = S’ or G = S3 and let M be a G-space. Then: 
(1) G-equivariant homology Hz(M; R) = H,(EG X, M; R). 
(2) G-equivariant cohomology H,?(M; R) = H*(EG X, M; R). 
(3) When G = S1 or S’, Hz(M; R) is a module over the polynomial ring 
Hz(pt; R) = R[u], where deg(u) = dim G + 1 = k and one defines the G-periodic 
equivariant cohomology as 
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Let M be a smooth G-manifold and fiz( M) the subalgebra of all G-invariant 
forms on M. Let g be zn element of the Lie algebra of G and 
i, : L!*(M)-, 0*-'(M) the contr‘ ction in the direction of the left invariant vector 
field over M induced by g. One defines a derivation of degree -dim(G) on 
L!:(M) as follows: if G = S’, then p = i,, where e is a generator of the Lie 
algebra of S’; if G = S”, then p = i,30i,,o ie,. where the e,‘s are the generators of 
the Lie algebra of S”. Evidently in both cases /3 0 /3 = 0. 
It is known that: 
(1) H*(M;R)= H"(o;(M),d). 
(2) H,?JM,R)= H*(,C*(M),d+ p), where pC*(M)=~,J2~-X'(M) and 
d + p is defined by 
= ( . . . , dw *-lk +Po+~,~w*_~ +@*,dw,). 
(3) PH~(M;R)=H"(PC~(M), d+ p), where PC:(M)= &L?$'k'(M) and 
d + p is defined by 
= ( . . . , dt.o,+ +@,,dq +Pq+kv. .)a 
Definition. One defines 
-H;(M;R)=H*( ;C*(M), d+P), 
where &*(M)= @ l,&ek'(M) and 
(d+P)(w,,W*+k,...)=(do*+PO*+k.dW,.; +Pw++Tlrv.). ._ 
Consider the projection PCz(M)s&*(M) defined by 
Since ker(P) = ,C*-"(M), on e h as the following commutative diagram of short 
exact sequences: 
O+&*-k(M)+ PC;(M)z,C*(M)+O 
II I I 
O--,,C*-k(M)+pC*(M)+RT,(M)+O 
This diagram of cochain complexes induces the following commutative d: sram of 
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long exact sequences of cohomologies over 03: 
. . .jHE-~(M)-,PHT;~M)~-HT,(M)-,H;",'l-"(M)-... 
i I 
l l l + Hz-“(M)2HT,(M)- H*(M)zHT,+‘--“(M)+. l l 
where the bottom sequence is the S’- (respectively s3-) Gysin sequence. 
Since both Hz and PHZ are weak G homotopy functors, -HE is also a weak G 
homotopy functor . Furthermore, -HE satisfies the Mayer-Vietoris property. 
2. Pcaincark duality 
L T+ M be a paracompact orientable n-dimensional manifold and a#!), ihe 
suba!gebra of compactly supported G-invariant forms on k. Let 
PD, : R’,(M)+Hom(flL-‘(A& R) = L!:-'(M)', 
be the linear operator defined by PD,(o)(q) = sM o A q for o E f&(M), 
qEL?~ml(i@,. Let d': f2',"(M)'+0',(M)' and p’: fit',-""(M)'+f2',(M)' be 
the linear duals of d and p. 
Proposition 2.1. PD,od = (-l)‘i-l+ld’o PD,_, and PD,op = (-l)“-1+*J3’~ PDl+k_l. 
Proof. The first formula is obvious. The second formula is implied by 
0 * ~7)AW+(-l)‘-1~h~O=0, 
where 7 E K!:-'(M) and o E ,C4zk-’ (M). Since p is linear with respect to smooth 
functions on M, it suffice.s to check (*) at every point, i.e., 
p,lj A w + (-1)‘?7 A &o =o 
for any xE M, qE A"-'T,*(M) and oE A/‘-’ r-z(M). 
Let 2 M denote the set of all singular points of the G-action on M (x E M is a 
singular point of the G-action if the isotropy group G, has positive dimension). If 
x E M\Z M and G = S ', then there exists 0 E T: (M) such that (i,0), = O(e,) = 1, 
where e is the generator of the Lie algebra of S’. For 7 E A “-I TT (M) and 
6JE Al-’ T,*(M), one can write 
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such that i,,q’ = 0 and i,w’ = 0 and then 
e,?-j A w + (-I)“-; A &o = 77” A w + (-1>“-$7 A Ott= [,, , 
hence p( &) = 0. Since any element o,, in A ” T=(M) is of the form 6 A P(o,,), 
one concludes that &, = 0. 
If x E M\ZM and G = S”, then there exist 8’ E T,*(M) such that (i,,e’), = 
e’(ej,) = a;, where e,, 
qE //‘l-l 
e2 and e, are generators of the Lie algebra of S’. For 
T-z(M) and o E A I+’ T-z (M), one can write 
such that $Y$ = 0, i, qp = 0 and i,,w ,P = 0, 
I 
i, up = 0 for any j, p and q. In terms of 
this representation, 
I 
p,-j A o + (-I)“-‘77 A &W = $ A 0 + (-l)“-‘Ij A fi? = t,, , 
where p( 8,‘) = 0. Since any element 0,’ in A “T,*(M) is of the form o,, = 0’0%” A 
p(w,,), one concludes that 5,’ = 0. 
If x E ZM, the identity follows from continuity in X. Cl 
If M is a paracompact orientable n-dimensional manifold with G-invariant 
boundary aM and k is the one point compactification of k = M\a M, then 
H*&!:(k),, d) = fi’(&; R). Furthermore, if dim(H’(M; R)) c = for all I’s, then 
kIom(fi’*-$62; IQ, R) z &,_,(k; R). In this case, the operator PD induces the 
Poincare duality isomorphism 
PDj” : H’(M; R)-+ fi,,_,(fi; IR) . 
Let &c*(iii) = CE&.o -nT,-“‘(if) c, &“-l(M)’ = I-Iom(,C’f-‘(fi), R) and let 
PD, : (,C’(M), d + P)+(,C”-‘(M)‘, d’ + p’) 
be the chain homomorphism defined by 
pD,(o,, Wl+k, ’ ’ ‘)((’ ’ * 7 %-I-k’, %,-I)) = c PDw/+phh,~-,-pk) ’ 
pS0 
Proposition 2.2. PD, induces an isomorphism 
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PD',: -h',(M;lR)+HN-l(sC*(M)',df + jT)=fi;_,(k;R) 
for all 1’3. 
Proof. Consider the cochain homomorphism 
@ : pC(M)+ pCi+k(M) 
defined by @@I/, @,+k, 0/+2X_, . . .) = (m,+k, W,+Zk,. . .). One has the following 
commutative diagram in which rows are short exact sequences: 
o+ (g-(M), 6) 
I 
w(,C'!M),d+P) z (&f+"(M),d+P)---,O 
PD, 
I 
PDG 
I 
PDG 
O+(f2~-‘(ii):,d’)+ (&"-'(M)',d', +')+(pC"-'-k(M)f, d' + p')+O 
It induces a commutative diagram of long exact sequences in homologies 
PDj 
I 
PD& 
I 
PD’,+” 
” l + fi,,-,(k w* eI;;-,(A; lit)+ ii;_,_k(ii& R)+ l . l 
l ..--+H'(M;R) 
I 
+-H',(M;R)AH','"(M;~)-... 
Since PDT is an isomorphism for any I, it follows by induction on n - I that the 
PDL's are isomorphisms. Cl 
By replacing -H',(M; IR) with fi:_,(fi; R) via the isomorphism PDL, one 
obtains 
. ..jH'.-k(M)-,PH',(M)-,H,G_,(~)~H~l-k(M)~... 
/I I I II 
. ..+Hzk (M)&H'c(M)s H'(M)AH'c"-k(M)+... 
with p:Z!&(ii?;lR)+ H',flvk (M; R) being the G equivariant Poincare duality 
homomorphism. This accomplishes the proof of Theorem. p is not an isomorph- 
ism in general, but the kernel and cokernel of p lie in the periodic equivariant 
cohomology PHz( M), which in this way measures the failure of p to be an 
isomorphism. 
Corollary 2.3. If Z M = 8, then PHl( M; R) = 0, therefore p is an iso- 
morph km. Cl 
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